Unit 1 Study Guide KEY
8th Grade Science

Part A: Use your notes to help you complete each statement.

MIXTURE
1. A ________________
is made of two or more substances that are mixed together,
but NOT chemically combined.
COMPOUND is made of two or more elements that are chemically
2. A ________________
combined.
3. Classify each item listed below as an element (E), mixture (M), or compound (C).
Stainless Steel ___
M

Kool Aid ___
M

Cool Whip ___
M

Gold ___
E

Carbon Monoxide ___
C

Sodium ___
E

Graphite ___
E

H2SO4 ___
C

4. The ________
ATOMIC__________
NUMBER is the number of protons
OR electrons in an atom.
5. The ________
ATOMIC
________
MASS is the number of protons and
neutrons in an atom.

A#=PorE
M#-A#=N

6. A __________
BOHR diagram is used to show the location of all the electrons in an
atom.
LEWIS
7. A __________structure
is used to show the number of valence electrons.

Remember … You will be allowed to use YOUR colored periodic table
and can write NOTES (not typed) on that page only.

8. Complete the chart about subatomic particles.
Particle

Proton

Neutron

Electron

Charge

+

None

-

Location

NUCLEUS

NUCLEUS

ENERGY
LEVELS

9. Use the information to calculate each answer.
A) If an atom has an atomic number of 9 and an
atomic mass of 19, how many protons does it have? ____
9

B) If an atom has an atomic number of 5 and an
5
atomic mass of 11, how many electrons does it have? ___

C) If an atom has an atomic number of 31 and an
atomic mass of 70, how many neutrons does it have? ____
39

A#=PorE
M#-A#=N

10. Draw the Bohr Diagram AND Lewis Structure for each element shown.

Bohr Diagram – All the electrons like a “bullseye”
Lewis Structure – Just the valence electrons

11. To which family does each element belong?
Alkali Metal
Noble Gases
Nitrogen Family
Na - __________________
Xe - ________________
Sb - __________________
Boron Family
Carbon Family
Halogen (Halide)
Al - __________________
Fl - __________________
At - _________________

12. Identify whether the element is a metal (M), nonmetal (N), or metalloid (MD).
Ca - _____
Ge - _____
Hg - _____
H - _____
Cf - _____
M
MD F - _____
N
M
N
M

13. How many energy levels would each atom have?
1
6
1
3
7
7
H - _____
Po - _____
He - _____
Ar - _____
Am - _____
Db - _____

14. How many valence electrons would each an atom of each element have?
Li _____
Ga_____
I _____
Sr _____
Se _____
Bi _____
1
3
7
2
6
5

15. Identify each "mystery" element by symbol based on the clues provided.
______
Mg I have 12 neutrons and 2 valence electrons.
______
W I am a transition metal with 74 electrons.
______
Rn I have a full outer shell and have a total of 6 energy levels.
______
K I am an Alkali metal in the 4th period.
______
O I am a gas with 2 electrons in my first energy level and 6 in my second
energy level.

______
At I am a solid halogen with 125 neutrons.
______
U I am a transition metal with 7 energy levels and 92 electrons.

NOTE: You will be allowed to use YOUR colored periodic table and can write
NOTES (not typed) on that page only.

Done? If not, finish your study guide now!
We will be having a Mystery Element Quiz TOMORROW!

Test will be on Tuesday!
Try the Quia Mystery Element Smillionaire game to practice
identifying Mystery Elements. You may use your colored periodic
table.
You will have to sign in to Quia and click the link to the Class Web
Page to find the game.

Periodic Table Smillionaires

What have we learned so far?
Check off the learning targets you know!

